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In thts paper we study the problem of optimizing a lmear functton over the set of 
efficient soluttons for a vector maximizatton problem. This problem arises whenever 
a linear functton is available which acts as a criterton for measuring the Importance 
of or for discriminating among the efficient alternatives that are available. Using 
the concepts of an efficient direction and of a direction of recession, we develop 
necessary and sutIicient conditions for this problem to be unbounded. We also 
present necessary and sufficient conditions for efficient and for arbitrary soluttons 
of the underlying vector maximtzation problem to be optimal solutions for thts 
problem. Some of these condittons are geometric m nature, others algebraic. The 
algebraic condittons suggest potential computational procedures for findmg an 
opttmal solution to the problem. Finally. we give conditions under which the set of 
optimal solutions possesses certain special properties. 
1. INT~~~DUCTI~N 
Many decision making situations involve multiple, noncomparable criteria. 
Often, in such situations, a set of feasible alternatives can be defined, and 
each criterion can be viewed as a separate objective function defined on this 
set. In this case, the decision making situation can be modelled as a vector 
maximization problem. This problem seeks to generate the set of all efficient 
alternatives. An efficient alternative is a feasible alternative for which no 
other feasible alternative exists which achieves identical or larger values in 
all of the criteria with a strictly greater value in at least one criterion. 
The basic origins of the vector maximization problem can be traced to 
early developments in utility theory and welfare theory [30]. However, the 
problem was first explicitly defined and studied by Kuhn and Tucker in 1950 
[24]. To eliminate certain anomalous efftcient solutions, Kuhn and Tucker 
also proposed a slightly restricted concept of efficiency called proper 
efficiency. Later, Geoffrion [ 181 refined this concept. Geoffrion’s concept of 
proper efficiency has allowed researchers to more easily address questions 
such as those concerning the existence, characterization, and generation of 
efftcient solutions. Since Geoffrion’s work, extensive research has been done 
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concerning the properties of efficient solutions and the generation of some or 
all of the efficient set (see, for instance, [3, 5, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16, 22, 27, 
33)]. In addition, the concepts of efficiency and proper efficiency have 
recently been extended to problems which use a more general preference 
structure than that used by Kuhn and Tucker [l, 6, 7, 19, 20, 26, 31, 321. 
In this paper we shall be concerned with the problem of optimizing a 
linear function over the set of efficient solutions for a vector maximization 
problem. This problem arises whenever a linear function is available which 
acts as a criterion for measuring the importance of or for discriminating 
among the efficient alternatives that are available. By optimizing this linear 
function over the efficient set, the computations required to generate the set 
of all efficient solutions are avoided. This is potentially quite beneficial, since 
the computational burden of generating this set grows rapidly with problem 
size (for instance, see [ 141 and [31]). 
Only special cases of the problem that we shall address seem to have been 
considered previously. In [27]. Philip proposed the problem of optimizing a 
linear function over the set of efficient solutions of a linear vector 
maximization problem. In addition, he presented an algorithm for finding an 
optimal solution to this problem. However. he did not stop to examine the 
nature of an optimal solution or of the optimal solution set. Later, Dessouky 
et al. [9 ] developed an algorithm for minimizing any of the objective 
functions of a linear vector maximization problem over the set of efficient 
solutions. This problem, which is a special case of the problem of Philip, is 
motivated by the desire to determine the ranges of values the objective 
functions can take over the efficient set. 
In Section 2 we define and motivate the problem (P) that we shall 
consider, and we provide some basic definitions and preliminary results. In 
Section 3, we present necessary and sufficient conditions for problem (P) to 
be unbounded. We derive two types of results in Section 4. First, we develop 
necessary and sufficient conditions for efficient and for arbitrary solutions of 
the underlying vector maximization problem to be optimal solutions for 
problem (P). Some of these conditions are geometric in nature, others 
algebraic. The algebraic conditions suggest potential computational 
procedures for finding an optimal solution to problem (P). Second, we give 
conditions under which the set of optimal solutions for problem (P) 
possesses certain special properties. In both Sections 3 and 4, we omit proofs 
of many of the straightforward results and proofs which are lengthy. These 
proofs can be found in [4]. We provide some concluding remarks in 
Section 5. 
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2. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let X g R” be a nonempty set of feasible solutions, and let C be a k X II 
matrix. Assume that the vector-valued criterion function C.u is defined for 
each s E X. Then the vector maximization problem (V) that we shall con 
sider. 
VMAX : C.u subject to .Y E X, 
is the problem of finding all solutions that are efficient in the sense of 
Definition 2.1. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A point ?c” is said to be an efficient solution of (V) 
when x0 E X and there is no x E X such that Cx 2 Cx” and C-u # C.u”. 
An efficient solution is also called a nondominated or Pareto-optimal 
solution. Let X, denote the set of all efficient solutions for problem (V). 
Let d E R”. The problem (P) of central concern in this paper is given by 
q(X,) = sup(d, x:) subject to s E X,. 
When X, = 0, following the usual convention, we define @(X,) to be -co. In 
general. when X, # 0, X, is a nonconvex set. Therefore problem (P) IS 
generally a nonconvex programming problem. We shall usually investigate 
problem (P) when X is a closed, convex set or when X is a polyhedral 
convex set. 
When X is a closed convex set, four possible cases for problem (P) can 
occur. In the first case, X, = 0, so that @(X,) = --co. In this case we say 
that problem (P) is infeasible. In the second case. X, # 0, and, for any 
M > 0, there exists an efficient solution xy such that (d, x”) > M. Following 
the linear programming terminology, we say that problem (P) is unbounded 
in this case. In the thrid possible case, 4(X,) is finite but the supremum in 
problem (P) is unattained. In the final case, #(X,) is finite and, for some 
x0 E X,, #(X,) = (d, x0). S UC h an efficient solution will be called an optimal 
solution for problem (P). 
A polyhedral conuex set in R” is a set which can be expressed as the inter- 
section of some finite collection of closed half-spaces. Such a set is also 
called simply a po$hedral set. When X is polyhedral, only three of the four 
cases given above can occur. This is because when X is polyhedral and 
@(X,) is finite. the supremum in problem (P) is always attained (see 
Proposition 6.1 in [4] for a proof). 
Problem (P) may be of use in at least two types of situations. First, it may 
be of use when a linear function (d, x> is available for measuring the impor- 
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tance of or for discriminating among the efftcient solutions that are available. 
For instance, consider a manufacturing firm which has ten factories for 
producing four different types of products. Let x E R4 represent the vector of 
production levels of these four products. The firm knows that the profit 
resulting from a production plan x is given by (d, x). The overall goal of the 
firm is to find a maximum-profit production plan. However, the firm also 
seeks to maintain high employment levels at each of its ten factories. In this 
case, problem (P) would be quite useful. Instead of maximizing (d, x) over 
the set X of all feasible plans, the firm would maximize (d, x) over the set X, 
of all efficient solutions of a vector maximization problem (V). In problem 
(V), C would be a 10 x 4 matrix such that, for each row c, of C and each 
plan x in X, (ci, x) would give the employment level at factory i. Thus, 
problem (P) would find a maximum-profit production plan x0 among all 
plans that are efficient in terms of the employment levels at the ten factories. 
The plan x0 might not achieve a profit as great as that of a plan x* which 
maximizes the profit over the set of all feasible production plans. But x0, 
unlike x*, would be in X,, and, thus, would guarantee that an efficient 
employment plan is achieved. 
Problem (P) can also be used to find the ranges of values that the criterion 
functions of the vector maximization problem (V) take over X,. To 
accomplish this, for each criterion function of problem (V), problem (P) 
would be solved twice. It would be solved once with d equal to the vector of 
coefficients of the criterion function, and once with d equal to the negative of 
this vector. 
Before developing our main results, let us present some further notation 
and definitions and review some preliminary results that we will use in the 
remainder of the paper. 
For any sets Y, ZcR”, Y-Z will denote (y-z]yE Y and zEZ}. In 
addition, the closure and the interior of Y will be denoted cl Y and (int Y), 
respectively. When Y is a convex set, its relative interior will be denoted 
(ri Y). 
For any vectors U, w E Rk, v 2 w will denote that vi 2 wi for all 
i = 1, 2,..., k, and v > w will denote that u 2 w and v # ~7. For each 
i = 1, 2,..., k, ci will denote row i of matrix C. In addition, e will denote the 
vector in Rk whose entries are each unity. 
We shall have occasion, in Section 4, to restrict our attention to properly 
efficient solutions for (V), as defined by Geoffrion. 
DEFINITION 2.2. [ 181. A point x0 is said to be a properly efficient 
solution of (V) when x0 E X, and there exists a scalar M > 0 such that for 
each i E ( 1, 2,..., k} and each x E X satisfying (cl, x) > (cl, x0), there exists 
at least one j E (1, 2,..., k), j# i, with (cj,x) < (c,,x”) and [(ci,x) - 
(Ci, x”)]/[(CjT -ro) - (cjT x)] S M* 
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Throughout, X,,, will denote the set of properly efficient solutions for 
problem (V). 
In addition, we will use several standard concepts and properties from 
convex analysis. Let R + = (t E R 1 t 2 O}. (The reader may prefer at this 
point to proceed directly to Section 3 and. in the remainder of the paper. to 
refer to the following standard definitions and propositions as needed.) 
For any set Y G R” and any point ?;E I: the tangent cone to Y at T. 
denoted T( Y,‘;), is the set of all limits of the form h = lim t,(j-’ - y), where 
{t,} is a sequence in R, and ( y’} is a sequence in Y with limit ~7 
The projecting cone of a set YE R”. denoted P(Y)- is the set of all points 
h of the form h = t]‘, where t E R + and 1’ E Y. 
A convex set Y G R” recedes in the direction of u when, for every j’ E I’. 
J + ru E Y for all r E R + . In this case. u is a direction of recession of 1.. 
The recession cone 0 ’ Y of a convex set Y c R” is the set of all directions 
of recession of Y. 
A face of a convex set Y Al R” is a convex subset Y’ of Y such that every 
closed line segment of Y with a relative interior point in Y’ has both 
endpoints in Y’. 
For any set Y G R”, the dual or polar cone Y* of Y is given by Y* = 
(J” E R”I(j’* ,J) 2 0 for all J E Y). 
The support function 6 * ( .I Y) of a convex set Y G R’ is defined 6 *(a / Y) = 
sup(ja,~~:\Ij~E Y} on A(Y)= (aER”lsup((a,~~)l~~E Y} < +a}. 
Finally, for future reference, we state here several propositions which give 
basic properties concerning these concepts. For those propositions which are 
not simple consequences of the definitions, references are cited which contain 
their proofs. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let YcR” andyE Y. Then T(Y.~)scIP(Y- (J}). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let Y i R” be a com’ex set and let YE k.. Then 
T( Y, .i’) is CI comex cone, and T( Y. y) = cl P( Y - ( rt). 
PROPOSITION 2.3 [ 28 1. Let Y be a closed, com’ex set, and suppose that 
forsome.FEY,theray(~+ru(sER+}iscontainedin Y.ThenuEO’Y. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let Y be a comex set and let FE Y. Then 
O+Ys T(Y,4’). 
PROPOSITION 2.5 [ 28 1. A polyhedral convex set has finitely many faces 
and is closed. 
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3. THE UNBOUNDED CASE 
In this section we develop certain necessary and sufftcient conditions for 
problem (P) to be unbounded. When X is closed and convex, sufficient 
conditions for problem (P) to be unbounded will be given which involve 
certain types of efficient solutions of (V) and directions of recession of X. 
When X is polyhedral, the unbounded case can be characterized by 
conditions involving only directions of recession of X. 
Before establishing these and related properties, we consider the concept of 
an efficient direction. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let Y c R” and FE Y. A direction U E R” is an 
eflcient direction for Y at ~7 when U E T(Y, 7) and there is no u E T( Y,J) 
such that CU > CU. 
For Y polyhedral, Evans and Steuer [ 141 have also used the concept of an 
efficient direction. 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume that X is a convex set. Let x0 E X and u” E R”. If 
u” is an efficient direction for X at x0, then x0 E X,. 
Lemma 3.1 is a straightforward consequence of Definitions 2.1 and 3.1 
and Proposition 2.2. For details of the proof, see [4]. 
Our first result gives a sufficient condition for problem (P) to be 
unbounded when X is a closed, convex set. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let X be a closed, convex set. Suppose that there exist a 
point x0 E X and an efficient direction u” for X at x0 which is a direction of 
recession of X and which satisfies (d, u”) > 0. Then x0 E X, and problem (P) 
is unbounded. 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 uses Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 2.2 to show 
that, under the assumptions of the theorem, x0 + rue E X, for all r E R + . 
This proof is not difficult and can be found in [4]. 
Let X be a closed, convex set. The condition given in Theorem 3.1 is 
sufficient, but not necessary, for problem (P) to be unbounded. However. by 
the following theorem, if X is polyhedral, this condition is also necessary. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let X be a polyhedral convex set. Then problem (P) is 
unbounded iff there exists a point x0 E X, and an efficient direction u” for X 
at x0 which is a direction of recession of X and which satisfies (d, u”) > 0. 
Proof: The if portion of this theorem follows from Proposition 2.5 and 
Theorem 3.1. To prove the only if portion, we can use Propositions 2.3 
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through 2.5 and certain well-known properties of polyhedral sets and of therr 
efficient points. Since this part of the proof is somewhat lengthy, it is omnted 
here. It can be found in 141. 
The next two theorems show that the sufficient condition given in 
Theorem 3.1 for problem (P) to be unbounded can be weakened. For X 
polyhedral, the weaker condition provides an alternate characterization of 
the unbounded case to that given by Theorem 3.2. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let X be a closed, convex set. Suppose that there exists a 
point x0 E X, and a direction of recession u” of X satisjjling (d, u”) > 0 such 
that for some r” > 0, x0 + r”uo E X,. Then problem (P) is unbounded. 
Proof. Consider the ray K = (x0 + 5u01r E R, }. The ray K is a convex 
set and, since u” E 0+X. so + r”uo E (ri Kj. From Yu and Zeleny [32], 
since x”+rouoE(riK)nX,. KcX,. Therefore, x0 + rue E X, for all 
r > r”. Since (d, u” j > 0, this clearly implies that problem (P) is unbounded. 
Remark 3.1. From Theorem 3.1 and its proof. when X is convex and 
closed, any x0 and u” satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.1 also satisfy 
the conditions of Theorem 3.3. However, the conditions of Theorem 3.3 may 
sometimes be satisfied even when those of Theorem 3.1 cannot be. Therefore, 
Theorem 3.3 gives a weaker sufficient conditon for problem (P) to be 
unbounded when X is convex and closed than does Theorem 3.1. 
Nevertheless, simple examples can be constructed which demonstrate that 
this condition is not necessary. 
When X is a polyhedral set, we can reformulate the sufficient condition 
given in Theorem 3.3 for problem (P) to be unbounded. Using this refor- 
mulation and Theorem 3.2, we can obtain a characterization of the 
unbounded case for X polyhedral which involves examining only directions 
of recession of X. This characterization is as follows. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let X be a polyhedral convex set. Then problem (P) is 
unbounded 13 there exists a direction of recession u” of X with (d, u”) > 0 
such that there is no other direction of recession u of X which satisfies 
cu > CUO. 
ProoJ The onfy if portion of this theorem is immediate from 
Proposition 2.4 and Theorem 3.2. To prove the if portion, we will use linear 
programming theory. By definition of a polyhedral convex set, there exist 
vectors ai E R” and scalars bi, i = 1, 2,..., m, where m is some positive 
integer, such that X = (x E R”l(a’, -K) I bi, - i = 1, 2 ,..., m}. Then 
0+X = (u E R” 1 (a’, u) 5 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., m}, as can be easily verified. Assume 
that u” E 0+X, that (d. u”) > 0, and that there is no u E 0+X which 
satisfies Cu > Cu’. Let A denote that m x n matrix whose ith row is u’ for 
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each i = 1, 2,..., m. Then u” is an optimal solution to the linear programming 
problem (S) given by 
subject to 
max (eTC, u) - (erC, u”) 
-04 5 -cuO 
AuSO. 
Consider the linear programming dual (T) of problem (S) given by 
min -(p, Cu’) - (e’C, 24’) 
subject to 
-pTC + tlTA = eTC 
By the fundamental duality theorem of linear programming [29] problem (T) 
has an optimal solution (p”, u’), and 
(eFC, u”) - (e’C, u” j = -(p”, Cu”j - (e’C, u”). 
Since (eFC, u”) - (e’C, u”) = 0, this implies that ((p” + e)’ C, u”) = 0. 
From the constraints of problem (T), (p” + e)T C = (v”)‘A and u” 2 0. 
For any u E 0+X, Au 2 0 by the description of 0+X given earlier in this 
proof. Combining the latter two statements, we obtain that 
((p” + e)’ C, u) 5 0 f or all u E 0+X. From Epelman [ 121, this implies that 
the linear programming problem (U) given by 
max((pO + e)‘C,x) 
has an optimal solution x0. 
subject to ,K E X 
For any r E R,, let x’ =x0 + 5~‘. Then for any 7 > 0, since 
((p” + e)’ C, 24”) = 0, we have that ((p” + e)T C, sT) = ((p” + e)T C, x0). 
Furthermore, since u” E O’X, x7 E X for all r > 0. From the previous two 
statements, since x0 is an optimal solution for (U), xr is also an optimal 
solution for (U) for all r > 0. Since (p” + e) > 0, we conclude that x’ E X, 
for all r E R, [ 181. From Theorem 3.3, this implies that problem (P) is 
unbounded. 
Remark 3.2. Let X be a polyhedral set. Suppose u” is a direction of 
recession of X which satisfies (d, u”) > 0. From the proof of Theorem 3.4, if 
there is no direction of recession u of X which satisfies Cu > Go, then there 
exists an x0 E X, and a to > 0 such that x0 + r”uo E X,. The converse to 
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this statement is immediately true. Therefore, when X is polyhedral. the 
sufficient condition given in Theorem 3.3 and the necessary and sufficient 
condition given in Theorem 3.4 for problem (P) to be unbounded are indeed 
equivalent. 
Remark 3.3. For X closed and convex but nonpolyhedral. the existence 
of a direction of recession U” of X of the type described in Theorem 3.4 is 
neither necessary nor sufficient for problem (P) to be unbounded. 
From Remark 3.2 and the proof of Theorem 3.4, we obtain the following 
corollary of Theorem 3.4. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let X be a polyhedral com~es et. Then problem (P) is 
unbounded iff there exists a point 2’ E X, and a direction of recession u” of 
X satisfying (d, 14’:) > 0 such that for some r” > 0, x0 + r”uo E X,. In this 
case. x0 + TU’ E X, for all 5 2 0. 
4. OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS AND THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION SET 
In this section we shall mainly derive two types of results. First, we shall 
give necessary and sufficient conditions for efficient and for arbitrary 
solutions of problem (V) to be optimal solutions for problem (P). When X is 
polyhedral and compact, some of these results can potentially be used either 
to compute bounds on the optimal value 4(X,) of problem (P) or to search 
for optimal solutions for (P). Second, we shall give conditions under which 
the set of optimal solutions for problem (P) possesses certain special 
properties. One of these properties guarantees that there exists an optimal 
solution for the problem (p) given by 
q(X) = sup (d. .Y :) subject to s E X 
which is also an optimal solution for problem (P). 
Let C’ be the (k + 1) x n matrix whose first k rows are identical to those 
of matrix C and whose (k + 1)st row is the vector d. Consider the vector 
maximization problem (V’) given by 
VMAX: C’.u subject to ?c E X. 
We have the following necessary condition for a point x0 to be an optimal 
solution for problem (P). 
THEOREM 4.1. If a point x0 is an optimal solution for problem (P), then 
x0 is an ejj7cient solution of problem (V’). 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 is simple and can be found in [4 1. 
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Remark 4.1. Notice that Theorem 4.1 holds for an arbitrary set of 
feasible solutions X. The same is true of our next result. For arbitrary X, the 
same four cases for problem (P) are possible that are possible when X is 
convex and closed (these four cases were described in Section 2). 
Remark 4.2. From Theorem 4.1, if the set of efficient solutions of 
problem (V’) is empty but X, # 0, then either problem (P) is unbounded or 
4(X,) is finite but the supremum in problem (P) is unattained. In particular, 
when X is polyhedral, if the set of efficient solutions of problem (V’) is 
empty but X, # 0, then problem (P) is unbounded (the converse of this 
statement, however, does not hold). Several results (see [3, 6, 19, 20, 311) 
can be used to detect whether efftcient solutions for problems (V) and (V’) 
exist or not. 
The next result gives a simple geometric characterization of an optimal 
solution x0 for (P) when X is an arbitrary set. This result is a direct conse- 
quence of the definitions. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let x0 E X,. Then x0 is an optimal solution for problem 
(P) rg-dE [P(X, - (x0})]*. 
Remark 4.3. For any sets Y, Z s R”, (cl Y)* = Y* and, if Z c Y, then 
Y* 5 Z*. Using Proposition 2.1 and these facts, we see that [T(X,, x0)] * 
can replace [P(X, - {x0})]* in the on/y if portion of Theorem 4.2. However, 
since X, may be a nonconvex set, this substitution is not valid for the if 
portion of the theorem. 
When X is a compact, polyhedral set, we can characterize optimal 
solutions for problem (P) in terms of conditions which are algebraic, rather 
than geometric, in nature. The next theorem and corollary each give such a 
characterization. 
Let X be a compact, polyhedral set. Then X, # 0 and 4(X,) is finite and 
attained. Consider the function g : G -+ R given by 
subject to 
g(x) = max erCy - erCx 
cy 2 cx 
J’ E x, 
where G = (x E R”(Cy 2 Cx for some y E X). Notice that X z G. From 
Lemma 6.1 in [4), since X is a compact polyhedral set, g is a continuous, 
concave function on X. 
Now let t E R and consider the problem (U,) given by 
4, = min g(x) 
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where, as is the usual convention, $, = +co if the set (x E X/ (d, s,;’ 2 t } = 0. 
When this set is nonempty, since X is compact and g is continuous on X. an 
optimal solution for (U,) exists. The following result uses problem (U,) to 
characterize optimal solutions for problem (P). 
THEOREM 4.3. Let X be a compact, polyhedral set. Then @(X6) = i, 
where i is the largest value of t in problem (U,) such that @I = 0. 
Furthermore, .x0 is an optimal solution for problem (P) ijjf x0 is an optimal 
solution for problem (U,). 
Proof. Since X is nonempty, compact, and polyhedral, it can be easily 
verified that sup (t E R(g, = O} is finite and attained, so that the value i of t 
described in the theorem does indeed exist. 
Suppose t E R and #I = 0. Let X be an optimal solution for problem (U,). 
Then, since X E X and g(f) = 0, .U E X, [ 3 1. Therefore, #(X,) >= (d, 2). This 
implies that 4(X,) 2 t, since (d, 2) 2 t. Summarizing this argument, we have 
that &I’,) 2 t whenever t E R and fit = 0. Therefore, 4(X,) 2 i. 
Now assume that t E R and $, > 0. We will show that this implies that 
$(X,) < t. To this end, assume, to the contrary, that 4(X,) 2 t. Then there 
exists a vector X E X, such that (d, fj 2 t. Therefore, X is feasible in (U,) 
and, from 131, g(X) = 0. This implies that qI 2 0, which contradicts that 
4, > 0. Therefore, if t E R and $I > 0, then $(X,) < t. 
Assume that t E R and t > i. Then, by definition of i, $, # 0. Since $( 2 0 
for all t E R. this implies that $, > 0. Therefore, from the argument given in 
the previous paragraph, $(X,) < t. Since @(X,) 2 i and t > i was arbitrarily 
chosen. we obtain that for all t E R satisfying t > i, i5 $(X,) < t. This 
implies that $(X,) = i. 
To complete the proof, assume first that x0 is an optimal solution for 
problem (P). Then, (d, x0 j = 4(X,). Since $(X,) = i and x0 E X,, this 
implies that x0 is a feasible solution for problem (I/,), and, from 131, that 
g(x”) = 0. Therefore, since #i= 0, x0 is an optimal solution for problem (Ui). 
Now assume that x0 is an optimal solution for problem (Ui). Then, 
g(x”) = $7 and (d, x0) 2 i. Since di= 0 and i= $(XE), this implies that 
g(x”) = 0 and (d,x’) 2 $(X,). From [3], since x0 E X and g(x”) = 0, 
x0 E X,. But since (d, x0) 2 &Ye), this implies that (d, x0) = q&X,) and that 
x0 is an optimal solution for problem (P). 
Combining the arguments in the previous two paragraphs, we obtain that 
x0 is an optimal solution for problem (P) iff x0 is an optimal solution for 
problem (Ui). 
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Remark 4.4. Theorem 4.3 provides a potential computational tool for 
computing lower and upper bounds for 4(X,) when X is compact and 
polyhedral. In addition, by repeatedly choosing values for the parameter t 
according to some strategy and solving problem (U,) for these values, one 
can potentially search for both the value of 4(X,) and for an optimal 
solution for problem (P). For each t, problem (U,) is a nonconvex 
programming problem involving the minimization of a continuous, concave 
function g over a compact, polyhedral set. Therefore, the computational 
efficiency of any such search would depend partially upon the method used 
to solve problem (U,) for each t (see, for instance, [ 15, 21, 341, and the 
survey in [25 ] for several such methods). 
By considering the dual linear programming problem to the linear 
program which defines g, we immediately obtain the following corollary to 
Theorem 4.3 (see [9] for a related result). 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let A be an m x n matrix and let b E R". Assume that 
X is a compact, polyhedral set and that X = (x E R" 1 Ax 5 6, x 2 0). Then 
4(X,) = i, where I is the largest value oft in the problem (V,) given by 
ly, = min -pTCx + (b, u> - (eTC, x> 
subject to 
(4 x> 2t 
Axsb 
-pTC + uTA 1 erC 
X,P,U20 
such that wI = 0. Furthermore, x0 is an optimal solution for problem (P) iff 
for some p” E Rk and u” E Rm, (x0, p”, u”) is an optimal solution for 
problem (Vi). 
Remark 4.5. For each t, problem (V,) is a nonconvex quadratic 
programming problem called a bilinear programming problem. To bound the 
value of #(Xa), or to search for )(X,) and an optimal solution for problem 
(P) using Corollary 4.1 and the type of methods described in Remark 4.4, 
several bilinear programming problems (V,) would be solved (see [ 171 and 
[23] for some methods for solving bilinear programs). 
The bilinear programming problems (V,), t E R, differ in their right-hand 
sides. When X is compact and polyhedral and d is linearly dependent upon 
the rows of C, we can also describe @(X,) using a family of bilinear 
programming problems which differ in their objective functions rather than 
in their right-hand sides. This description is given in the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 4.4. Let X be given us in Corollary? 4.1. and assume that jtir 
some N’E Rk. d = ~u’C’. Then there exists an izf > 0 such that d(X,) = t. 
where i is the smallest value of t in the problem (W,) girten b>% 
71, = max ArC.u - (6. u; - tl 
subject to 
Ax2 b 
such that 71, = 0. 
The proof of Theorem 4.4 is rather lengthy and can be found in [4 1. 
Let Xz denote the set of optimal solutions for problems (P). In the 
remainder of this section, we shall mainly give conditions under which X,* 
possesses certain special properties. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let X be a polyhedral convex set. Assume that X 
contains no lines, and that X,* is nonempty. Then at least one element of X: 
is an extreme point of X. 
To prove Theorem 4.5 we can use Proposition 2.5 and certain standard 
properties of polyhedral sets and of their efficient points. For the details of 
this proof, see [ 41. 
Remark 4.6. From Theorem 4.5, when X is polyhedral and contains no 
lines, we may confine our search for an optimal solution for problem (P) to 
efficient extreme points of X. Philip [27] makes use of this result in his 
cutting plane algorithm for solving problem (P). From Theorem 4.5, this 
result holds even if X is unbounded. 
The next result uses the problem (F) defined at the beginning of this 
section. Let X* denote the set of optimal solutions for problem (p). It is well 
known that any convex polyhedral set can be expressed in the form 
Y=(~ER”~Dy=f,y~O),whereDisanm~nmatrixandfER”.Inthe 
next result, given an extreme point of a polyhedral set expressed in this way. 
we consider the set of all edges of the polyhedral set incident to this extreme 
point. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let A0 be an m x n matri,u and let 6’ E R”. Assume that 
X is a polyhedral convex set and that X = (x E R” lA”x = b”, x 2 0). 
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Suppose that x0 E X, is an extreme point of X, and that every edge of X 
incident to x0 is eflcient. Then ifx’ E X,*, x0 E X* as well. 
Proof. The theorem is a simple consequence of linear programming 
theory. 
Remark 4.7. Assume that X is a polyhedral convex set given as in 
Theorem 4.6. From the theorem, if X* # 0 but X* n X,* = 0, then for any 
optimal extreme point solution x0 for problem (P), there will exist an edge of 
X incident to x0 which is not efficient. 
Let X be given as in Theorem 4.6. A basic feasible solution for 
{x E R” lA”x = b”, x 2 0) is said to be nondegenerate if each basic variable 
in the solution is positive. For each i = 1, 2,..., k, consider the linear 
programming problem (Pi) given by 
max (ci, xi subject to x E X, 
and let XT denote the set of optimal solutions for problem (Pi). Using the 
characterizations given in [IO] and [ 111 of an efficient extreme point x0 of X 
and of an efftcient edge of X incident to x0, we obtain the following corollary 
of Theorem 4.6. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let X be given as in Theorem 4.6. Assume that 
n = m + 2 and that C is a k x (m + 2) matrix whose last m columns are all 
zero cectors. In addition, assume that A0 is an m x (m + 2) matrix whose 
last m columns form the m x m identity matrix. Then if each basic feasible 
solution of {x E R” 1 A Ox = b”, x I 0) is nondegenerate, any extreme point of 
X which belongs to Xi must also belong to either X* or to XT for some 
i = 1, 2 ,.... k. 
ProoJ Let x0 E X,* be an extreme point of X. If each edge of X incident 
to x0 is efficient then, by Theorem 4.6, x0 E X*. To establish the theorem, 
then, it suffices to show that whenever x0 4 XT for all i = 1, 2,..., k. then 
each edge of X incident to x0 is efficient. 
Using the framework of [lo] and [ 111, we can represent the extreme point 
x0 with the tableau T below, after some possible column rearrangements: 
xN xB 
g -D 0 
T= 
b A IIn 
Here, xN E R2 denotes the variables that are nonbasic at x0, and xB E Rm 
409 ‘98 2. I8 
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denotes those that are basic. In addition. I, denotes the tn x m Identity 
matrix, and C.,Y’ = g + DxN = g. Let D ’ and D’ denote the two columns of 
D. By the nondegeneracy assumption, b > 0. Therefore we may choose 
u, > 0 and II? > 0 sufficiently small so that the criterion values g + a, D ’ and 
g + a,D’ are achieved by some points -Y’ and .Y’, respectively, which lie 
along the two edges of X incident to x0. 
Assume that x0 6Z XT. i = 1, 2 ,..., k. Then for each i = 1, 2 ,..., k, either 
D! > 0 or D,? > 0 or both, where, for each i, D,! and Df are the ith entries in 
the columns D’ and D2, respectively. Since x0 E X, and u1 > 0, if, for some 
i E ( 1, 2,..., k}, 0’ > 0, then Df < 0 for some j E ( 1, 2 ,.... k), j # i. Therefore, 
for some i E (1. 2,..., k}, Df 5 0. Assume. without loss of generality, that 
i = 1. Since either 0: > 0 or 0: > 0 or both, 0: > 0. 
Suppose that some edge of X incident to x0 is not efficient. Assume 
without loss of generality that this edge is the edge obtained by raising the 
first entry of .xN to a positive level. Then, since the basic feasible solution 
(sN, ?r’) is nondegenerate, there exist u, . u,~OssuchthatD’u,+D’~~~D’ 
[ 10. Theorem 11. Therefore, D’(u, - 1) + D’uz 2 0. Since -K’ E X,. if z E R’ 
satisfies Dz 2 0 and z 2 0. then Dz = 0 [ 11, Theorem 11. Therefore, 
u, - 1 < 0. Furthermore, since D’(u, - l)+ D’u, 20, we have that 
Dt(u, - 1) + Dfu, L-0. But this contradicts that D! > 0. Df < 0. 
(u, - 1) < 0. and uz 2 0. Therefore, the assumption that one of the edges of 
X incident to x0 is not efftcient is incorrect, and the proof is complete. 
Remark 4.8. Notice that any polyhedral convex set X G R’ can be 
expressed as (x E R”IA’?s = 6’. x I O}. where n and A0 are given as in 
Corollary 4.2, and b” E R”. Therefore. from this corollary, whenever X is a 
polyhedral set in R’ and the nondegeneracy assumption of the corollary 
holds, any optimal solution for (P) which is an extreme point for X must 
also either be an optimal solution for problem (P) or for one of the problems 
(P,), i = 1, 2 ,..., k. If problem (P) is not unbounded, an optimal solution can 
thus be found by simply comparing all optimal extreme point efftcient 
solutions for the linear programming problems (P) and (P,), i = 1, 2..... k. 
Dessouky et af. [9] conjectured a result similar to this for the case when 
d = -ci for some i E { 1, 2 ,..., k}. 
Let X be a closed, convex set. Under certain conditions, we can guarantee 
that X* will contain an element of X,*. When this holds, problem (P) can be 
solved by simply finding an optimal solution for the convex programming 
problem (P) which is an element of X,. The following theorems each give 
conditions under which X* must contain an element of X,*. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let X be a closed, convex set. Suppose that X* # 0. that 
X,,, f 0, and that the rank of C is n. Then, if (d, z) 2 0 whenever Cz > 0, 
4(X) = #(X,) and X* n X,*# 0. 
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Proof: Let x* E X*. If x* E X,, the result is immediate. Otherwise, we 
will show’ that there exists a point x0 E X, which satisfies Cx” > Cx*. 
Suppose x* & X,. Let L(x*) = {xE X]Cx 2 Cx”). Since L(x*) is an 
intersection of closed convex sets, it is closed and convex. Consider the 
function g: G -+ R given by 
g(l) = sup (A, Cx) subject to x E ,5(x*) 
for each ,l E G, where G c Rk is the set of all points A such that the 
supremum in the definition of g is finite. Then, for each A E G, g(A) = 
s*[c’1]L(x*)], where 6* [. IL(x*)] is the support function of ,5(x*), 
defined on A [,5(x*)] = {a E R” 1 sup ((a, x>jx E L(x*)} < +oo }. Therefore, 
6* [ .115(x*)] is a convex function. and, for any i E G, the set of subgradients 
of a*[. IL(x*)] at CT1 consists of the points x0 E L(x*), if any, which 
satisfy g(A) = (J., Cx”) [28. Theorem 13.2 and Corollary 23.5.31. 
Since XpREfO, 6*[Cr11L(x*)] is finite for all 1 > 0 [2]. Letting Rk, 
denote (1 E Rk 111 2 O}, this implies that CT(int Rk,) c A[L(x*)]. Since the 
rank of C is n, the rank of CT is also n. Therefore, CT(int Rk,) is an n- 
dimensional set. Since R: is a k-dimensional, convex set. CT(int R:) = 
(int CrR:) [28, Theorem 6.61. This, along with C’(int Rk,) g A[L(.u*)], 
implies that (int C’R:) c A [L(x*)]. Also, (int CTR:) is a nonempty subset 
of R”. since C’(int R:) is n-dimensional and equals (int C’Rk,). Since 
C’(int Rk,) = (int C’Rk,) & A[L(x*)] G R” and (int CTR:) is a nonempty, 
open set in R”, CT1 E (int A[L(x*)]) for any /1 E (int R:). Therefore, for 
each 1 > 0, the set of subgradients of 6*[ .]L,(x*)] at CTJ is nonempty [28, 
Theorem 23.41. This implies that for any 1 > 0. a vector x0 E L(x*) exists 
such that g(A) = (n, Cx”). Pick any A0 > 0, and let g(1”) = (13°,Cx”). Then 
x0 E X, [2] and Cx” 2 Cx *. Since x* I$ X,, Cx” > Cx* [2]. 
Let z = x0 -x*. Then, since Cz > 0, (d, z) 2 0. This implies that 
(d. x0) > (d, x*). Since x* E X* and x0 E X, (d, x0) = (d, x*) must hold. 
Therefore, x0 E X*. Since x0 E X,, x0 E X,* as well, so that 4(X) = 4(X,) 
and x* nxgz 0. 
Remark 4.9. Let X be a closed, convex set. Notice from the proof of 
Theorem 4.7 that if X,,, # 0 and the rank of C is n, then for any point 
.TE X, there exists a point x0 E X, such that Cx” 2 Cf. In fact, Theorem 4.7 
is a simple consequence of this property and the assumption that (d, z) 2 0 
whenever Cz > 0. This property need not hold if XpRE = 0, even if X, # 0. 
However, it is easily shown that if X, # PI and the set S given by 
S= (uERk]~5C_xfor somexEX) (1) 
is closed, then the property holds. Therefore, we have the following. 
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THEOREM 4.8. Let X be a closed, comes set. Suppose that X”; f 0. that 
X, # 0, and that the set S gioen by (1) is closed. Then, iJ’ (d, zb, ;‘ 0 
whenever Cz > 0. 4(X) = &Y,) and X* n X: # 0. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have presented several basic properties of the problem (P) of 
optimizing a linear function over the set of efftcient solutions of a vector 
maximization problem (V). Since the set of efficient solutions of (V) is 
generally nonconvex, problem (P) is generally a nonconvex programming 
problem. Nevertheless, by solving problem (P), the necessity of generating 
the set of all efficient solutions of problem (V) is avoided. This is potentially 
a useful approach for multiple objective decision making situations. It is 
hoped that the properties of problem (P) presented here will be of both 
theoretical and practical benefit in future studies. 
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